The absolute in virtual masterclass experiences, join our expert bartending hosts as they take you through 3 of Eau-de-Vie’s signature cocktails while you and your crew tune in virtually to shake, stir and strain the cocktails in your very own home or office. Each guest in the session will receive a glamorous cocktail kit including the ingredients and garnishes for each of the 3 cocktails, recipe cards and the all important cocktail shaker, strainer, jigger and spoon (yours to keep) for mixing and imbibing long after the session has finished.

Perfect for team networking, isolation birthdays, a special treat for your friends or some grown up family fun, Cocktail Masterclass kits are gift packed and delivered to the nominated addresses of participants on the day of the class, ready for tuning in live with the Eau-de-Vie crew. Invites to the virtual sessions are sent via email to guests with information about the class, along with a guest list of other participants and personalised message from the organiser. The virtual component and set up is fully managed by the talented events team at Eau-de-Vie so all there is left to do is click the link, shake, strain, tune in and enjoy!

Classes are available for 10 to 20 guests. Shipping is calculated by orders and nominated address and is charged in addition to the class.

Cocktails - Yuzu Mule, Aviator, Old Fashioned

$120pp.
It is obvious from the moment you walk through the doors at Boilermaker House that we love our whisky but while the doors are currently closed that doesn’t mean you have to miss out on awesome drams and banter delivered by Boilermakers expert team.

Boilermakers Virtual Whisky Masterclasses are the perfect way to get together and enjoy world class beverage in the comfort of your own home or office. Masterclass kits include 3x30ml whiskies with a Boilermaker etched whisky glass, tasting matt and notes, all gift packed and delivered to the nominated addresses of participants on the day of the class, ready for tuning in live with the Boilermaker crew.

Invites to the virtual sessions are sent via email to guests with information about the class, along with a guest list of other participants and personalised message from the organiser. The virtual component and set up is fully managed by the talented events team at Boilermaker for your preferred date and time so all there is left to do is click the link and enjoy the golden liquid!

Classes are available for 10 to 20 guests. Shipping is calculated by orders and nominated address and is charged in addition to the class.

Whisky class types: A trip to Japan, Whiskies of the World, A Tour of Scotland

$120pp.
FAQs

How do I proceed with an order?
Contact Tracy Addis on tracy.a@speakeasygroup.com.au advising which kit you would like to purchase along with the amount of attendees. You will then be provided with a proposal. For confirmation, a deposit of 25% of the event value is required along with completed a signed terms and conditions. Your event will not be confirmed until receipt of payment is sent.

What is included in the cost?
The kits include ingredients to make the drinks as per package offering.

Can I organize additional items to be included in the kits?
Should you like to add glassware, cocktail books or other merchandise please contact Tracy directly. This will then be added to the proposal.

Can I add my own Advertising material to the kits?
Absolutely! Providing there is enough lead time you are welcome to send in your collateral and we will be able to include these prior to sealing the kits.

Is delivery included?
No, delivery is not included in the kit price, for delivery costs please contact us. These charges will differ depending on location.

How does delivery work?
Delivery of kits is optional and must be specified in original quote. Deliveries can be made to any number of separate addresses and is charged according to individual shipping rates and ordered kits. It is the clients responsibility to provide all relevant postal addresses, contact numbers, and emails for participants to Eau-de-Vie no later than 5 business days prior to shipping. To avoid shipping delays, products will be delivered to participating clients 48 hours in advance of the booked session.

Can we have attendees in all states across Australia?
For the cocktail kits; To ensure ingredients remain at their peak we are only able to service requests for Melbourne and Sydney at this time. Sydney cocktail kits may be distributed from Eau-de-Vie Sydney. Whisky masterclass kits can be disbursed across the state.

What is the life span of the kits?
Cocktail kits; For best results the cocktail kits are best consumed on the day they are delivered. Whisky Kits will have a best before marked on the bottles.

What is Slido and how does it work?
Slido is the ultimate Q&A and polling platform for live and virtual meetings and events. It offers interactive Q&A, live polls and insights about your audience. We can collaborate on questions and polls and design them to suit your business. Slido can sit alongside Zoom, Webex, Google Meet and Microsoft Teams.

Which viewing platform do you use for the masterclasses?
Zoom is our preferred platform for the live masterclasses however should you have a platform that you prefer to use, please get in touch.

What is the duration of the masterclass?
In general, we find that the masterclasses do not tend to go over an hour however this is dependent on the class participation and requirements for Q&A and polls.

Are non-alcoholic kits available?
It is possible for us to curate a kit and masterclass to your specific needs, please get in touch to discuss.

Are the maximum numbers flexible?
From previous experience if there are too many people involved in a masterclass it can effect the interaction and overall experience of the guest. We have limited classes to allow for maximum participation. This allows for questions to be asked and answered during the class. We are happy to discuss other options to suit your participant numbers.

What is the lead time required?
We require a minimum of 2 weeks lead time on all bookings.

Can these be gifted?
The Knock Off Kit and All-In Masterclass can be gifted. If you are interested in gifting the Cocktail or Whisky Masterclass , please get in touch.